Week 6                February 8, 2016

Design Presentation 1 BA1
Design Presentation 2 BA2
Design Presentation 3 BA3

Interaction and expression
> Final Presentation on
FRI, 12 FEB

IDI

Form Workshop 1 APD1
Degree Project APD2
Form Workshop 1 IXD1
Degree Project IXD2
Vehicle Design Theory TD1
Degree Project TD2

Kitchen Cleaning Workshop Cleaning

SPORTS DAY!
09 FEB
TUE

How can we live with or without plastic in the future?
09 FEB
TUE

@ Bildmuseet
05.30PM to 08.00PM
I'll BE HERE In THE mORnIng
-a tactile, bodily and material-oriented exhibition
22 JAN to 12 FEB
@ Art Academy Gallery, Sliperiet
TUE to SUN

STAY IN THE LOOP

COMPETITIONS
> early bird price deadline is on 09 FEB. The final deadline is on 06 APR.
For more information visit:
designawards.core77.com

COOL TOOLS
METHod OF ACTION is a collection of tools, games and articles to help you learn design.
THE BEzIER gAmE is an interactive training tool for learning the pen tool. Another fun game is KERnTYPE in which your mission is to distribute space between letters to achieve pleasant and readable text.
> visit the website for more:
method.ac

EVENTS

CORE 77 dESIGN AWARdS
> Final Deadline is on 01 MAR.
For more information visit:
northernlighting.no/award

GOOD READS
WHO WILL OWN THE ROBOTS? BY dAVId ROTMAN
We're in the midst of a jobs crisis, and rapid advances in AI and other technologies may be one culprit. How can we get better at sharing the wealth that technology creates?
> Reading link:
ow.ly/Y3i2k
Scroll friendly version at
ow.ly/Y3hxL

THE WEEK THAT WAS

Share your projects, fikas & class moments with UID by sending photos to wozzop@gmail.com or use #lifeatuid on Instagram

From the Pininfarina workshop with TD and IxD
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